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port manteaux word maker - port manteaux churns out silly new words when you feed it an idea or two enter a word or
two above and you ll get back a bunch of portmanteaux created by jamming together words that are conceptually related to
your inputs for example enter giraffe and you ll get back words like gazellephant and gorilldebeest, military gallery search
results - a powerful edition featuring the world s first combat jet fighter the me262 the me262 was sleek beautifully
proportioned and deadly and with a top speed of around 540mph was a 100mph faster than anything in the allied arsenal,
militaria mart is an online shopping centre and resource - early 19th century french infantry hanger the typical small
side arm worn by french infantry in the early part of the 19th century this example has a solid brass hilt with a curved steel
blade it has been well used and shows some wear
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